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Bridesmaids OK, but Lead Ac
tress FAILS to Look Enough 
Like My Aunt 
Son of Jack Park 

Editor in Chief 
Bridesmaids is a comedy film about a woman 

in her thirties named Annie who just can't catc.h.a 
break. The economy leads her bakery into bank

ruptcy, her boyfriend dies or something, and Maya Rudolph doesn't 
want to be her friend. It stars Kristen Wiig, and has a great supporting 
cast of people like Mellissa McCarthy as the crazy best friend, and Chris 
O'Dowd as an Irish person. And all in all, it's a pretty good movie. The 
screenplay was funny and touching in all the best ways, the direction 
was on-point, and the acting was good all ar«?und. There was just one 
fatal flaw. Again, in most ways it's a very good movie. In most ways it's 
SjS, 10/10, three thumbs up. But there's one thing that really holds it 
back, and sadly it just cannot be overlooked. Kristin Wiig does not look 
enough like my aunt. 

She looks pretty close to my aunt. If they were both in a crowd and 
I was a good thirty feet away from both, I probably wouldn't know the 
difference. But under closer examination,· Kristin Wig does not look 
enough like my aunt, in many key areas. 

First off my aunt has AUBERN hair (hear that Judd Apatow?) And try 
as I could to ignore it, Kristin Wig does not. Her hair is brown. Maybe 
there was a mixup in the hair and makeup department, communica
tions· got fuddled, it happens. I could understand if it was just that. 
But that was just the tip of the not-look-alike iceberg, or NLA-berg, for 
shorthand. 

In terms of facial structure I could see what they were going for. 
Kristen Wiig has very similar cheekbones and chin to my aunt, but the 
forehead to neck ratio was all wrong. Think we wouldn't notice? Well 
we did, we did notice. 

The skin tone was in all honesty a disaster. My aunt is a biologist, she 
often is working in Africa and South America. Kristen Wig might have a 
nice "california tan", and maybe that flies for competant in Hollywood
town, but it was nowhere near where it should have been for her to 
truly look like my aunt. 

The posture was pretty good, Wig very well matched my-aunt's semi
crooked, but oddly positive holding of herself. But once they got to the 
wedding scene, I was done. My aunt would NEVER wear that. Did they 
even do any research at all for this movie? 

I am so TIRED of movies TRYING to have actors who look like my rela
tives, and failing to commit. So what, we can have computer~generated 
dinosaurs, and not a single actor who exactly resembles a member of 
my extended family? I'm sure I'm not alone in my disgust at this artistic 
oversight . . 

~s Burchenal 
Mayzie's Coffee Boy 

Do our principles shape us, or do we shape 
our principles? Do we bow down to fear and 
lose our beliefs, or do we face the music and 

carry on? The Paxson board of directors believes the former, that we 
should ta~e steps in the name of security and impose on civilliber~ 
ties. Following the devastating rock throwing incident by C.S. Porter 
students that destroyed a sand castle, Paxson has strengthened ties 
with C.S. Porter and broken contact with Washington Middle School 
and banned students from attending there. Paxson students have seen 
an immediate change in school policy in the placement of cameras 
around the schoolyard. This crippling assault ~s committed fol
lowing several complaints by parents that C.S. Porter students were 
throwing rocks previously. Local sources have verified that all com
plaints were ignored. It may be tempting to attempt to bring peace to 
this war ravaged hellscape by whatever means necessary, but we are 
perhaps too quick to curtail third graders' civil liberties. 

Upon a late night convening of the Paxson school directors, the 
board contacted local fear mongers to draft and enact a virtual carbon 
copy of the 2001 Patriot Act. Said fearmongers were consulted due 
to their plethora of knowledge regarding how to properly eviscerate 
gradeschoolers' basic rights, such as the right to snacktime and recess. 
The bill also gives Paxon the right to put up cameras at any school they 
see fit, as well as place playground supervisors with the ability to give 
unlimited detentions at any school. Several extensive modifications to 
the school's mission statement, a docume.nt virtually untouched in the 
schools history, were also made. Among the most radical changes is 
the revoking ofpaFents voice in education, and the new ability of hall 
monitors to give students detention while they are at home. A local 
soccer mom interview had these succinct words for us; "I have deep 
and fiery contempt for this piece of legislation, but the knowledge that 
this bill has retracted my right to vocalize my opinion about my child's 
epucation puts my mind at ease." 

It may be tempting to lay down our personal freedoms in the name 
of security, it may even be attractive. We can not, however, concede to 
those provoKing us and bow down to fear. I expect nothing less than 
strong opposition from the grade schoolers. We need only look to our 
history to see why we need to oppose this policy.' FDR said, "we have 
nothing to fear but fear itself:' These words ring true across our his
tory. Every time we have made concessions of freedoms in the name 
of security we have regretted it. How many honest Americans were 
ruined during the Red Scare? How many innocent people have been 
killed, maimed, and wronged during our war on terror? How many 
second graders will have their rights to snacktime curtailed in the 
~mbiguous name of security? Too many, too many by far. 


